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Simone Susinna is better known for his role as sex-god Nacho 
in Netflix’s blockbuster, “365 Days”. L’Officiel Austria Hommes 

presents him from his most masculine side and partners  
Simone with the epitomy of masculinty: the McLaren 720S Coupe.  

A battle of the gods ensues between supercar and sex-symbol.

Supercar: McLaren 720S Coupe in McLaren Orange, 
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT MCLAREN VIENNA
Suit, EDUARD DRESSLER, and coat, EMPORIO ARMANI, 
both available at PEEK & CLOPPENBURG
Vintage watch, AUDEMARS PIGUET, 
available at Julian Hügler
Boots, ALYX STUDIO
Sunglassess, EMPORIO ARMANI, available at MISTER SPEX

PowerPower
DAYSDAYS365365

OF (HORSE)OF (HORSE)
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Cardigan, ALANUI,  
and trousers, DIOR HOMMES, 
both available at AMICIS 
Boots, GIVENCHY,  
available at STEFFL

Jacket and trousers, DIOR HOMMES,
available at AMICIS 

Simone, we are honored to have you as our very 
first, L’Officiel Austria Hommes cover star!
What are your impressions of Vienna? Have you 
previously been to Vienna?
It is an honor to be the first ever cover star 
of L’Officiel Austria Hommes!
I’m happy to be here!  In fact, this is my 
first visit to Vienna and it is a beautiful 
city. I am amazed by how immaculate the 
city is and how welcoming the fans have 
been. 

How did you get into acting? Had it always 
been your dream career?
It was a bit of a shock really – I was at 
the height of my modelling career when 
I was contacted by a director on Instagram 
asking me to send him a casting tape for 
a role in a movie. At first, I thought it was 
a scam and I didn’t reply! Luckily, he then 
contacted me again and invited me to go to 
Poland. I went there and the rest is history. 
It wasn’t planned at all, but now, my dream 
is to become the best actor I can be. 
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Supercar: McLaren 720S Coupe in McLaren Orange, 
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT MCLAREN VIENNA
Suit, EDUARD DRESSLER, and coat, EMPORIO ARMANI, 
both available at PEEK & CLOPPENBURG
Vintage watch, AUDEMARS PIGUET, 
available at Julian Hügler
Boots, ALYX STUDIO
Sunglassess, EMPORIO ARMANI, 
available at MISTER SPEX

On being a sex symbol: do you think that this 
is an easier burden to carry for men than for 
women? Do you ever get annoyed about the 
craze around your body and your looks?
It all depends on the character of the 
person you are talking about and how 
confident they are, no matter the sex. No, 
it doesn’t annoy me. I see it as being part 
of my job. I work very hard to keep up my 
appearance and lead a healthy lifestyle. 

You have a new movie out, called “Heaven in 
Hell”. Tell us a little bit about your character 
in this movie – did playing Max come easily 
to you?
Max is a free spirit living his life to the 
extreme, until he meets a judge and falls 
in love with her – and then his life starts to 
change! It was not difficult to play Max’s 
role as his character was created by myself 
alongside the movie’s director. 
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Bathrobe, BOTTEGA VENETA, 
available at AMICIS

Shirt and shorts, VALENTINO,
available at AMICIS 

Let’s talk about your breakthrough Role as Nacho, 
in “365 Days”. Do you and Nacho have anything 
in common? Would you say you are also the softer, 
more sensitive type?
Nacho and I are both free spirits, we are lovers, 
and we are sensitive! 

Let’s talk about sex: what advice would you 
give other men, when it comes to love, sex and 
relationships?
My advice is to be yourself, be honest and be 
caring and don’t hold back. We only live once 
and should life to the fullest. 

Describe your personal fashion style. What item 
of clothing in your closet is the one you cannot live 
without?
I wouldn’t say that I have a specific style. 
I  change it up every day depending on my 
mood. Something that is an absolute staple in 
my closet is the leather jacket!

What is an achievement in your career that you 
dream about? Is there a particular role you would 
love to play or a particular brand that you really 
want to work with?
My dream role is to play James Bond, but 
sadly, I’m not British (he laughs). I will be more 
than happy to settle to play the villain in the 
next Bond movie. A dream brand that I would 
love to work with is Tom Ford. 
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Supercar: McLaren 720S Coupe in McLaren Orange, 
EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT MCLAREN VIENNA
Suit, HUGO BOSS, available at STEFFL
Turtleneck jumper, LORO PIANA
Glasses, CELINE 
Socks, FALKE
Shoes, TOM FORD

Suit, HUGO BOSS, available at STEFFL
Turtleneck jumper, LORO PIANA
Sunglasses, CELINE
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Jacket and trousers, DIOR HOMMES,
available at AMICIS 

Jacket, VERSACE JEANS COUTURE, 
and trousers, KARL LAGERFELD,
both available at PEEK & CLOPPENBURG
Shoes, DSQUARED2


